About DFS Group
DFS Group is the world’s leading luxury travel retailer. Established in Hong Kong
in 1960, DFS Group continues to be a pioneer in global luxury travel retail,
offering its customers a carefully curated selection of exceptional products from
over 700 of the most desired brands through 420 boutiques on four continents. Its
network consists of duty free stores located in 11 major global airports and 20
downtown Galleria locations, as well as affiliate and resort locations. The Group
is privately held and majority owned by the world’s largest luxury conglomerate
Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton (LVMH), alongside DFS co-founder and
shareholder Robert Miller. DFS Group employs over 9,000 people focused on
creating inspiring retail experiences for its customers. In 2017, nearly 160 million
travelers visited DFS stores. DFS is headquartered in Hong Kong and has offices
in Australia, Cambodia, China, France, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Macau, New
Zealand, Singapore, United Arab Emirates, United States of America and
Vietnam.
For more information, please visit www.dfs.com.

About T Galleria by DFS
T Galleria by DFS, formerly known as DFS Galleria, is the ultimate evolution of
the original travel retail concept pioneered by DFS Group. The first downtown
store opened in 1968 in Hong Kong, followed shortly thereafter by Honolulu and
eventually expanding to 20 locations all over the world. Today, T Galleria by DFS
has a presence in the United States of America, as well as across Asia, Europe,
Oceania and the South Pacific regions. Linked to the notion of travel through the
use of T for the Traveler, the brand stands for what customers have come to
expect: an expertly curated assortment of the world’s preferred luxury brands,
exceptional retail environments, highly personalized services and unique
experiences tailored to their specific needs as travelers. T Galleria by DFS enables
travelers to realize their individual style, one journey at a time.
Discover more at www.tgalleria.com.

